Tuning oxygen packing in silica by nonhydrostatic pressure.
The transformation of SiO2 from low pressure tetrahedral phases into denser octahedral phases takes place via the collapse of the oxygen sublattice into a close-packed arrangement. The transition paths and the resulting products are known to be affected by the presence of anisotropic stresses, which are difficult to control, so interpretation of the experimental results is problematic. Based on nonhydrostatic molecular dynamics simulations, we show that the collapse of the oxygen sublattice in the specific case of cristobalite is concomitant with the disappearance of tetrahedral units and that non hydrostatic stresses can be tuned to yield phases with different oxygen close-packed sublattices, including the alpha-PbO2-like phase, for which we provide a microscopic formation path, and phases with a cubic close packing, like anatase, not seen in experiments yet.